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Some neighborhoods have competition for a 
limited number of on-street parking spaces. 
Growing demand for parking is attributable    
to several factors such as increased vehicle 
ownership, increased residential occupancy, 
and increases in nearby employment and      
commercial/retail activity.  
 
The Residential Parking Program (RPP) is a 
management tool used to mitigate adverse     
and chronic levels of  commuter or                 
non-resident parking along streets with         
adjacent residential properties. All vehicles  
parked in a designated Residential Parking   
Zone (RPZ) must adhere to the posted            
regulations or risk being  issued a  corrective 
action.  A fee based parking permit is            
required to park for more than two-hours in 
an RPZ. 
 
While this program helps manage a limited    
parking resource, it will not guarantee or       
assign specific spaces to households and     
their vehicles, nor will it solve  neighborhood 
nuisance and security issues.  The regulation 
of parking through this RPP shall be the least 
restrictive that best mitigates the                    
documented problem.  
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The establishment of Residential       
Parking Zones (RPZ) are considered   
upon request. A neighborhood may be 
eligible for zoned parking restrictions if 
it regularly experiences a significant 
amount of spillover parking from         
adjacent businesses or is near major 
parking generators of parked cars (high 
schools, shopping malls, medical        
facilities, etc). These restrictions require 
majority support from the neighborhood 
and a parking occupancy study.  







   


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 










 

 

 

 

 

 












To apply, there must be a Petitioner. 
 

A designated petitioner must be         
identified in order kick start the            
application process. The petitioner will 
oversee the application process and    
act as the liaison between the          
neighborhood and City Staff. 

 Be the person of record and act as 

the main contact for the RPZ request. 

 Compile evidence to support the RPZ 

during the petition period. 
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Applications are most successful when a conversation happens at the neighborhood 

level first before submitting an application.  Talking to your neighbors in advance may 

help progress the conversation further surrounding changes in parking controls. This 

will give you an idea on what properties are generally in support or directly oppose 

the proposed change. 








Part A – Request Type 

      



  

Part B – Requested Street Information 







Additional Notes: 

Part C – Requester Information 





  

  

  

  

  

MAIL application to 942 Pacific Ave Tacoma WA 98405 or EMAIL application to RPP@CITYOFTACOMA.ORG 


